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Executive Summary
• Shipping tonnage on the Ouachita Black-River has declined over the past
several years to less than 1 million tons, annually.
o 2013 tonnage is 1,023,000; 884,000 tons in 2016.
• The Economic Value of the Ouachita-Black remains high despite the
declining use of the river for navigation.
o All commercial use of the river generates nearly $5.7 billion dollars
in annual economic activity.
▪ $5.5 billion of this amount is from industrial enterprises alone
(e.g., paper, chemicals, electricity).
o All commercial use of the river returns nearly $1.2 billion dollars in
income to households in Louisiana and Arkansas.
▪ $1.14 billion of this amount is from industrial enterprises
alone (e.g., paper, chemicals, electricity).
o All commercial use of the river is linked to nearly 21,000 full-time
jobs for Louisiana and Arkansas residents.
▪ 20,000 of these jobs are connected to industrial enterprises
alone (e.g., paper, chemicals, electricity).
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Introduction
The Ouachita River forms in the Ouachita Mountains in Western Arkansas northwest of the town of
Mena. The River flows east then southeast through several reservoirs passing the city of Camden,
Arkansas. From Camden, the River continues to flow southeastward. Just north of the ArkansasLouisiana border the river turns due south flowing past the cities of Sterlington, Monroe/West Monroe
and Columbia, subsequently converging with Tensas and Little Rivers. The combined flow continues for
another 41.6 miles as the Black River which then flows into the Red River. Once on the Red River,
shipping gains access to the Mississippi just north of Simmesport, Louisiana.
From Camden, Arkansas to the Red River, the US Army Corps of Engineers maintains a navigable channel
with a nine-foot draft. To facilitate navigation, there are four locks and dams on the river located at
Thatcher, Felsenthal, Columbia and Jonesville. These dams create a minimum pool for the River.
Navigation requires more than just the minimum river level; the channel must be periodically dredged
and dragged to keep it free of obstructions. Moreover, locks must be staffed for through-traffic.
Shipping volume (tonnage) on the river (measured at the Jonesville, Louisiana lock and dam) are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Shipping along the Ouachita-Black in Thousands of Tons: 2012-2016.
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total Tons

955,000

1,023,000

1,076,000

945,000

2016
884,000

Declines in shipping volumes – especially as shipping falls below 1 million tons, annually - over the past
few years have put the Ouachita-Black at risk of reduced or rescinded access to Federal funds for
continued maintenance of the navigational channel. A worst case scenario, if Federal support is
withdrawn, would find the navigational portions of the River returned to unregulated flow. Seasonal
variation of the unregulated river system could conceivably drop water levels sufficiently to make the
Ouachita-Black an unreliable resource for municipal water supplies, industrial in-take and discharge,
electrical utilities, recreational usage, irrigation for agriculture, as well as any remaining navigation that
currently avails itself of the river.
Scope of Project
This report focuses on the navigable portion of the Ouachita-Black River from Camden Arkansas to its
juncture with the Red River on the northern border of Avoyelles Parish. We recognize the value of the
Ouachita River above Camden - the lakes in the upper reaches provide flood control, hydropower, and
abundant recreational opportunities. Discussions with stakeholders, however, suggest that the primary
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concerns were the maintenance of water levels and navigation in the lower stretches of the river.
Hence it is appropriate to limit the discussion to the lower river, the navigational portion consisting of
the Ouachita-Black River.2 In the discussion that follows, we identify the various industrial usages that
have a stake in the reliability of the Ouachita-Black as a water supply in order to understand the
economic importance of the river to the surrounding community as well as the entire States of Arkansas
and Louisiana.
Economic Impact – What it Means
For a river, project, firm or event to have a local or regional economic impact it must 1) bring income or
spending into an area, 2) lower costs of production or prices paid by consumers or 3) replace spending
occurring outside the area of interest. Not every observable activity generates a substantial economic
impact. Suppose a fast food restaurant, a Burger King for instance, opened. The Burger King would
seemingly have a visible economic impact. After all, the Burger King would hire workers, it would
purchase raw materials from suppliers, possibly local ones and consumers would have another
alternative venue. Yet the true economic impact of the Burger King would, at best, be minor. Spending
by consumers at the new Burger King will very likely come out of money they would have spent at other
restaurants or businesses in the area. Certainly Burger King will hire workers yet since consumer
spending is just reallocated among local firms, an offsetting reduction in employment will occur
elsewhere; sales at the Pizza Hut down the road fall a little so its manager reduces hours of staff for
example. The existence of Burger King will not lower costs of production for anyone. Finally, even if this
new Burger King was the only one in town, very few local residents were driving out of the area just to
go to Burger King prior to its construction.
On the other hand, consider a firm making washers for hoses. Though rubber washers are not likely to
be at the top of someone’s mind when considering economic impact, all or almost all of this firm’s sales
actually create an economic impact. Much of the production of the firm will be exported out of the
area. Even if all the washer maker’s production was purchased by a hose manufacturer next door, the
washer firm’s production would at the very least be displacing purchases from out of the area. The
absolute size of the economic impact might not be that large; washers being a common inexpensive
product. But the percentage of sales that create a local economic impact would be near 100%. The only
washer sales that would not create an impact would be those units sold locally that displace another
local washer firm’s sales.
Measuring economic impact is imprecise. A washer maker that buys rubber from a local supplier will
have a larger economic impact than one that buys from a supplier out of the area. Getting a handle on
alternative realities is more problematical since questions such as “If this firm was not located here,
what would local consumers do?” must be addressed. Therefore, we rely on averages. To make our
measurements consistent with best practices, we utilize the “RIMS II” multipliers. RIMS stands for
Regional Input Output System. The RIMS multipliers are generated from data collected by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis in the U.S. Department of Commerce3. The RIMS multipliers allow us to calculate
economic impacts, changes in household income, and full-time equivalent jobs. Using RIMS multipliers
2

The Ouachita River becomes the Black River just south of the Tensas and Little Rivers confluence, flowing for an
additional 41 miles before spilling into the Red River.
3
The RIMS multipliers used in this study reflect the impact of the Ouachita River on the entire states of Arkansas
and Louisiana.
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to calculate economic impacts is a generally accepted method. IMPLAN, another popular tool for
calculating economic impacts uses RIMS multipliers in the background to develop its estimates. While
we cannot be sure of the absolute size of the economic impacts described here, this is a consistent
methodology to other economic impact studies. The RIMS multipliers have been utilized widely for
some time and refined. So, while we cannot be completely certain of the figures in this report, there is
an equal chance that these estimates are either too high or too low.
Uses of the River
There are multiple uses of the Ouachita River. The foundation for these uses is the abundant rainfall
that Nature bestows on the Ouachita watershed. Many specific uses that are described in this report,
however, are possible due to the locks and dams constructed by the US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE). The locks and dams allow for year around navigation from the confluence of the Black River
with the Red up to Camden, Arkansas. To facilitate navigation, a minimum pool depth is maintained on
the Ouachita. Indeed one could say that from the Jonesboro dam up to Camden, the Ouachita is now a
string of four lakes. Because of this minimum pool which has been maintained for decades, users along
the River have come to rely on a minimum water level to ensure consistent quality and supply of water.
The first use of the river, alluded to in the previous paragraph, is for navigation. Currently a 9-foot deep
navigation channel – sufficient for a two-barge tow -- is maintained up to Camden, Arkansas.
“Maintained” is a suspect term since in the recent past, insufficient resources have been allocated to
keep the channel dredged and snagged (clearing trees and other debris from the bottom of the river.) In
addition to the dredging, locks must be operated. Currently the USACE operates the Jonesboro and
Columbia locks 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. However, the Felsenthal and Thatcher locks are open
only 10 hours a day, 5 days a week. Limited hours lower the expected value of shipping on the River
since they can lead to delays which drive up the cost of shipping.
The alternatives to water transportation are trucks, railroads, and pipelines. It is reasonable to assume
that for current river users, water transportation is the least expensive option. River-borne cargos are
heavy, bulky, or both. Heavy cargos will be expensive to haul with other options. Some sufficiently
bulky items may only be transported by barge since other modes would be unable to handle the size.
A second use of the river is for municipal water supply. The Monroe Water Department supplies water
to its own residents and also sells about 25% of total production to municipalities/customers beyond its
city limits. Monroe has two sources of water, the Bayou Desiard and the Ouachita River. Monroe draws
water from the Ouachita River directly as well as pumping water from the river into Lake Bartholomew.
From Lake Bartholomew, water then flows into Bayou Desiard which constitutes the City’s primary
water source much of the year. Monroe’s ability to draw water would be severely restricted should the
level of the Ouachita River fall below its presently maintained minimum level. Current intakes that feed
directly to Monroe’s water treatment would no longer be reliable at low water levels. Pumping from
the River into Lake Bartholomew would also become more expensive, if not impossible.
Other municipal users include Sterlington, LA. Sterlington currently obtains its’ water from Monroe
through a redistribution company but is planning its own water treatment facility which would use the
Ouachita River as a water source. Camden, AR also draws water from the River. City officials in Camden
also indicated that low water levels would impede their use of the River.
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The only feasible present alternative to using the Ouachita River as a municipal water source is to draw
water from the Sparta Aquifer. Aside from depletion issues of the aquifer, the quality of water drawn
from the eastern edge of the aquifer is lower than elsewhere making the Sparta Aquifer a poor
substitute for Monroe although it would be suitable for Camden.
Along with municipal water supply is industrial water supply. Multiple firms within the Ouachita River
Valley use water from the River or tributaries. These users are dependent on the current maintained
minimum level in their operations. Graphic Packaging in West Monroe draws on the River as well as the
Sparta for its production. Georgia Pacific in Crossett draws its water from the Saline River yet the
Saline’s level at that point is dependent on the impound level from Felsenthal Dam. Union County has
constructed a 10 million gallon-per-day (GPD) treatment plant for industrial water to serve plants there.
Previous to construction of this treatment facility, the Union Country, AR industrial users drew water
from the Sparta aquifer. Four electric generating stations in the lower Ouachita Valley use water from
the River for cooling including the largest generator in Arkansas. Should the river level drop, production
at these and other facilities not mentioned would be imperiled. At the very least, industrial users would
have to return to the Sparta aquifer for at least a portion of their water needs or be forced to close.
A fourth major use of the Ouachita River is for recreation. In truth, most of the observed recreational
use of the river does not have an economic impact as it is from local residents engaging in recreational
activities. If the River was not kept at some minimum level, some residents might travel outside the
area to seek water-linked activities but most would likely engage in other forms of local recreation. True
economic impacts come from out-of-area consumers who are drawn to recreational opportunities the
Ouachita River provides. These include hunting, fishing, and hiking. A major national bass tournament
is conducted annually on the Ouachita drawing contestants from around the nation. Other bass
tournaments are held up and down the river. Most of these draw local residents but with some people
coming from outside the area.
A fifth use of the Ouachita River is for wastewater discharge. This topic is distasteful for many but
wastewater disposal is a reality. Any entity, private or public, must receive a permit to discharge
wastewater into the Ouachita River. These permits are not peculiar to the Ouachita but are necessary
for discharge into any body of water. Discharge permits specify the amounts of pollutants that may be
discharged as well as their concentration. A key factor is dilution. A high volume, fast flowing river
allows for more absolute pollutants to be discharged since the effluent is diluted by the water flow.
Conversely, a small volume, slow flowing river may absorb a small amount of pollutant. Biological
processes can clean-up or digest a limited amount of effluent. A higher volume of water raises the limits
of what can be absorbed. If too much effluent by volume or concentration is discharged, biological
processes that consume the waste break down.
Wastewater permits on the Ouachita are issued based on the volume of water in the river as well as the
flow. Nature is the ultimate driver of the flow, though releases from the dams on the upper Ouachita
can alter flows downstream in the short-run. The volume is dependent on the level of the river. Since
the level is controlled by the 4 dams on the lower Ouachita, a minimum water volume is maintained. If
the river level was not maintained, then entities along the river would have to reapply for new permits
since there would be less dilution. For some, perhaps many permit holders, reapplication would be a
formality. These establishments’ discharges are small enough that they would meet national standards
at a lower river level. Other establishments would have to increase their level of water treatment.
6

More intensive water treatment will require additional capital expenditures as well as raising ongoing
costs. The City of Monroe estimates that sewer rates would roughly triple to cover the additional
expenses.
Some may argue that nullification of wastewater permits is not a negative economic impact since who
wants any level of pollution to enter the Ouachita? Yet wastewater discharge is a fact of life. When we
flush our toilets, the water must go somewhere. If effluent standards were raised at the national level,
all entities discharging would face higher costs. Some would no doubt deal with the higher costs better
than others but everyone would face the same level of regulation. If the water levels were allowed to
fall on the Ouachita, the effect would be the same as raising standards generally except that the higher
costs would only be incurred by the firms and municipalities along the Ouachita. The relative
competitive effect on local entities would be much worse since other competing firms and cities on
other watersheds would be unaffected.
Economic/Demographic Discussion of the Ouachita Valley
The counties and parishes in the lower Ouachita are a depressed economic area. In the discussion
below we will address various indicators of how economic well-being in the lower Ouachita Valley has
lagged behind both states as well as the United States. These indicators include population trends,
growth in personal income, and employment or unemployment in the Ouachita Valley.
In Table 2 below we describe the population of the relevant counties and parishes. Notice that with the
exception of Ouachita, LA, no county or parish has a population greater than 50,000. Two, Calhoun, AR
and Caldwell, LA, have populations under 10,000. Population in all counties and parishes declined from
2005 to 2015 with the exception of Concordia and Ouachita, LA. To some extent, this population shift
is part of a long-term national trend. People are moving from rural to urban areas. However, some of
the decline in population is peculiar to a lack of economic opportunity in the region. Residents are
leaving the area in search of better options elsewhere.
We include the population growth rates for Arkansas, Louisiana, and the United States for comparison.
One can see that Louisiana grew a modest 2.0% from 2005 to 2015. Arkansas’ population grew faster,
7.1%, but still did not match the growth of the United States, 8.3%. While the state of Arkansas grew
faster than Louisiana, that growth was not occurring in the lower portion of the Ouachita Valley.
Population in the five Arkansas counties included in this study decreased. Population in the Arkansas
counties along the Ouachita River was generally declining at a faster rate than the River parishes in
Louisiana. In Louisiana, two parishes, Concordia and Ouachita, experienced population growth while
the other 5 exhibited population decreases. The combined population in all counties in the lower
Ouachita River Valley fell 0.6%.
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Table 2: Population of Counties/Parishes in the Navigable Portion of the Ouachita River.
County/Parish
Population (2015) Population Growth Rate (2005-15)
Ashley, AR
20,838
-8.5%
Bradley, AR
11,094
-8.6%
Calhoun, AR
5,202
-6.0%
Ouachita, AR
24,828
-6.8%4
Union, AR
40,144
-7.9%
Avoyelles, LA
Caldwell, LA
Catahoula, LA
Concordia, LA
Morehouse, LA
Ouachita, LA
Union, LA

41,103
9,990
10,147
20,142
27,012
156,761
22,477

-0.4%
-4.7%
-1.0%
6.5%
-9.0%
5.6%
-1.1%

River Area Total

389,734

-0.6%

Arkansas
Louisiana
United States

7.1%
2.0%
8.3%

A good measure of economic well-being is personal income. Personal Income is the total of all income
streams flowing to individuals and households in an area. Personal Income includes but is not limited to,
wages and salaries, dividends, profits from sole proprietorships, and rental income. Personal Income is
a broad measure of economic well-being. In the table below we summarize personal income for the
counties/parishes in the Ouachita Valley. The numbers are in thousands so, for example, personal
income for Ashley County is $429,633,000. In three counties/parishes, total personal income exceeds $1
billion. Note that total personal income in a parish or county is dependent not only on the average
income of a household but on population. Ouachita Parish’s total personal income is over 3 times as
great as the next highest, Union County in Arkansas, but Ouachita parish’s population is almost 4 times
as large.
We also present data on growth in Real Personal Income. By “real” we mean corrected for inflation.
Ongoing price inflation, even at the recent slow pace, will distort changes in the purchasing power of a
dollar over long periods of time. Hence the need for correction. The growth figures cited below are
changes in real personal income between the years 2005 to 2015. For comparison, note the changes in
real personal income in the two states and the United States. Real personal income grew 15.9%
between the years 2005 to 2015 in the United States. Real personal income grew a similar amount in
both states; Arkansas slightly faster than the USA and Louisiana slightly slower. Notice that 3 counties
or parishes grew faster than the USA or their respective states, Ashley, AR; Avoyelles, LA; and Caldwell,
LA. In two parishes, Catahoula and Concordia, real personal income actually decreased. For the whole
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Figures for Calhoun, AR and Ouachita, AR are for 2014 and growth from 2005 to 2015.
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of the Ouachita Valley, total personal income increased by 9.3% over the period 2005-15. This growth is
substantially slower than either state or the nation as a whole.
Table 3: Personal Income of Counties/Parishes in the Navigable Portion of the Ouachita River.
County/Parish
Personal Income (000)
Growth In Personal Income 2005-15
Ashley, AR
$429,633
21.2%
Bradley, AR
$360,804
3.9%
Calhoun, AR
$160,896
3.9%
Ouachita, AR
$816,608
4.6%
Union, AR
$1,772,410
5.3%
Avoyelles, LA
Caldwell, LA
Catahoula, LA
Concordia, LA
Morehouse, LA
Ouachita, LA
Union, LA
Area Total
Arkansas
Louisiana
United States

$1,391,696
$363,471
$291,501
$630,621
$889,892
$5,705,544
$785,360

20.0%
25.3%
-2.1%
-3.6%
6.6%
14.3%
11.7%

$13,598,436

9.3%

$115,151,092
$202,213,192
$15,779,500,000

16.0%
15.6%
15.9%

When we look at Per Capita Personal Income or personal income per person, the picture is more mixed.
With the exception of Union, AR, all parishes and counties’ per capita personal income lag their
respective states. Both Arkansas and Louisiana’s per capita personal income are below the United
States as a whole. For the area as a whole, Real Per Capita Personal Income was substantially below
either state much less the United States. Growth in Per Capita Personal Income is a more mixed picture.
For the United States, real personal income grew 7.0% between 2005 and 2015. Along the River, 8 of 12
parishes or counties exceeded this growth rate. Avoyelles and Caldwell posted impressive growth rates.
The area as a whole grew faster than the rest of the nation. Yet, in two parishes, Catahoula and
Concordia, personal income per capita actually declined.
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Table 4: Per Capita Personal Income and Growth in Per Capita Personal Income by County/Parish.
County/Parish
Per Capita Personal Income Growth In Per Capita Personal
2015
Income 2005-15
Ashley, AR
$32,468
5.1%
Bradley, AR
$32,545
14.2%
Calhoun, AR
$28,9985
3.7%6
1
Ouachita, AR
$32,433
10.7%2
Union, AR
$44,151
14.4%
Avoyelles, LA
Caldwell, LA
Catahoula, LA
Concordia, LA
Morehouse, LA
Ouachita, LA
Union, LA

$33,859
$36,383
$28,727
$31,309
$32,944
$36,396
$34,941

20.6%
30.2%
-1.1%
-9.5%
16.1%
8.2%
13.0%

Area Total

$34,892

10.0%

Arkansas
Louisiana
United States

$38,669
$43,310
$48,982

8.3%
13.3%
7.0%

The table below provides some statistics on the number of workers employed in each parish/county,
changes in the number of people employed between the years 2005 and 2015, and the average
unemployment rate for those years. Not surprisingly, employment in the Arkansas counties uniformly
fell in the period with Union, AR falling the least, 9.1%, and Ouachita, AR decreasing by the greatest
percentage, -21.0%. Recall that population decreased for all the Arkansas counties. Employment was
more mixed in the Louisiana parishes with Avoyelles and Concordia having gains while the others
registered losses. Concordia Parish was the only entity where employment rose by a greater percentage
than its state or the United States as a whole. Whether it was the lack of jobs that led to the
employment decline or vice versa is unimportant. The lack of economic opportunity contributed to
both. The employment statistics paint a picture of an economically depressed area.
The average unemployment rate is also depicted in the table below. The period from 2005-2015 was
marked by the “Great Recession” where national unemployment rose to the second highest level since
World War II. Further, recovery from the recession was unusually slow resulting in a prolonged spell of
high unemployment. From the perspective of unemployment, the recession was not as severe in
Arkansas and Louisiana though the decline in oil prices after 2014 stalled recovery, particularly in
Louisiana.
Looking over the county/parish unemployment rates one sees high unemployment across the Ouachita
River Valley. Only Ouachita, LA has an average unemployment rate for the time period observed that is
5
6

Per Capita Personal Income for 2014.
Growth in Per Capita Personal Income, 2005-2014.
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below the corresponding national average, however slight. Yet, even Ouachita, LA’s unemployment
average is higher than Louisiana’s as a whole. Union, AR and Morehouse, LA have average
unemployment rates of 11.4% over the period. These unemployment rates are very high and can only
be viewed favorably in comparison to the Great Depression of the 1930’s.
Table 5: Employment and Unemployment in the Navigable Portion of the Ouachita River.
County/Parish
Employment
Percentage Change in
Average Unemployment
2015
Employment 2005-15
Rate 2005-15
Ashley, AR
7,561
-14.5%
9.4%
Bradley, AR
4,159
-18.0%
8.8%
Calhoun, AR
2,223
-11.2%
7.6%
Ouachita, AR
9,246
-21.0%
8.4%
Union, AR
9,673
-9.1%
11.4%
Avoyelles, LA
Caldwell, LA
Catahoula, LA
Concordia, LA
Morehouse, LA
Ouachita, LA
Union, LA

14,889
3,732
3,383
6,955
9,673
67,650
8,757

1.1%
-6.9%
-11.2%
5.8%
-9.1%
-0.5%
-10.7%

Average of Area

7.1%
9.6%
8.4%
8.7%
11.4%
6.6%
7.5%
8.7%

Arkansas
Louisiana
United States

2.9%
5.4%
5.4%

6.4%
6.4%
6.7%

The information on population, personal income, and employment presented in Tables 2-5 is indicative
of an economically depressed area. Sluggish income growth induces households to leave the area
which in turn further reduces economic opportunities. A complete solution to this problem is beyond
the scope of this study; indeed it might be beyond the scope of any study. Yet it is simply good practice
to avoid policies that would exasperate already depressed conditions. Actions that would increase costs
to area firms or municipalities or would reduce outside tourism should only be undertaken in the direst
of circumstances. Reducing or eliminating support for the River would be potentially akin to kicking a
man while he is down.
We turn now to determining the size of the economic impact of the Ouachita River.
A Brief Primer on Economic Impacts
To understand economic impacts, some terminology must be defined. Economic impacts are often
grouped into three categories, “Direct,” “Indirect,” and “Induced.” Direct impacts are total amount of
additional expenditure which can be directly attributed to a single source in a specific geographical area.
The geographical area used in this study is Arkansas and Louisiana. These impacts can be in the form of
business revenue, profits, personal wages, or jobs. For example, a paper mill hires workers, purchases
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raw materials, and makes maintenance expenditures. Indirect economic impacts result from suppliers
purchasing goods and services and hiring workers to meet demand that would not have occurred but for
the initial project. For example, in order to satisfy the demand for timber from the paper mill, a logging
firm hires workers or buys equipment. Therefore, direct and indirect effects are often grouped together
since these impacts are the result of the activities of the primary activity. Comparing only direct effects
might be misleading. Different firms might organize production in various ways. One paper mill might
own and harvest its own timber while another purchases timber from independent suppliers. The first
mill would exhibit more direct effects and the second more indirect effects. But the sum of direct and
indirect effects would be similar. Induced effects results from the spending that workers and other
suppliers make in their ordinary course of life. If workers at the paper mill go out to eat, that creates
revenue and jobs for restaurants. These ripple expenditures are said to be induced by the paper mill.
We also measure economic impact in three ways. “Aggregated Total Impact” is the total of salaries,
profits, and business revenue that result from the presence of the entity in Arkansas and Louisiana.
“Aggregated Household Income” is the increased income flowing to area households as a result of the
aforementioned activity. Finally, “Aggregated Full-time Jobs” are full-time equivalent jobs that result
from the principal activity. If a logger hired four contract laborers for 10-hours/week each that would
constitute one full-time equivalent job.

Economic Impact of Shipping
Tonnage on the Ouachita-Black has hovered around the one million mark for the past few years.
Shipping volumes by tonnage for the past 5 years is described in Table 6. The primary, in terms of
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tonnage, goods shipped by barge are fuel, gravel and chemicals. Barge shipping on the Ouachita has
been discouraged by the reduction of hours of operation at the Felsenthal and Thatcher to 10 hours per
day, Monday-Friday. Dredging and snagging operations have been carried out intermittently causing
damage to shippers. Periodic discussions of terminating navigation on the Ouachita by USACE and
others have likely encouraged shippers to seek alternative modes of transportation.
Table 6: Shipping along the Ouachita-Black in Thousands of Tons: 2011-2016.
2012
2013
2014
Total Tons

955,000

1,023,000

1,076,000

2015

2016

945,000

884,000

The primary benefit of waterborne commerce is the cost savings associated with shipping large volumes
of material in single loads7. The cost savings from barge versus truck, for example, is a direct benefit to
the surrounding community attributable to the availability of water transport. We provide an estimate
of cost savings based on shipping tonnage and distance for barges versus trucks. These cost savings are
based on the average current costs of shipping by trucks and barges. For this report we avoid the
debate as to whether trucks actually pay the full cost of wear on highways. To the extent there is an
implicit subsidy for trucking, these values are underestimates of the true economic impact of shipping
on the Ouachita River. The results of these estimates are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7: Estimated Cost Savings of Barges versus Trucks: 2012-2016.
2012
2013
2014
Total Tons

2015

2016

955,000

1,023,000

1,076,000

945,000

884,000

Barges

637

682

717

620

589

Trucks

36,731

39,346

41,385

36,346

34,000

Total Cost
Barge

$29,127,500

$31,201,500

$32,818,000

$28,822,500

$26,962,00

Total Cost
Truck

$77,030,000

$82,515,180

$86,790,160

$76,223,700

$71,303,440

Differential

$47,902,800

$51,313,680

$53,972,160

$47,401,200

$44,431,440

Looking over Table 7, we can see that for the 5-year period from 2012-2016, shipping by barge lowered
transportation costs for the materials that were shipped between $44 - $54million/year. These cost
savings translate into additional household income for shippers in the Ouachita River valley as well as for
end-users of certain goods such as automotive fuel. Since these are cost savings to businesses and
consumers they are true favorable economic impacts. Table 8 summarizes the economic impact of
lower shipping costs.

7

The bulk of tonnage shipped by barge could alternatively be transported by truck. However, occasionally truck
haulage is not an option. A large piece of equipment could be moved by barge intact. This equipment could not
move intact by truck and perhaps could not be moved at all.
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Table 8. The Economic Impact of Savings from Barge Transport
Direct + Indirect

Induced

Total

Total Economic Impact

0

52,802,086

52,802,086

Household Income

0

16,151,803

16,151,803

Full-time Jobs

0

468

468

As indicated, we assume that the benefit of the savings on transportation costs accrues to households
through productivity effects on wages (shippers) and, in some cases, directly to households through
lower prices of goods (e.g. automotive fuel).8 The 5-year annual average savings from barge transport
rather than truck transport is approximately $49 million. Using the 5-year average as the basis for our
estimate, the effects of transportation-cost savings results in a boost to household discretionary income
of more than $16 million resulting in a total economic impact of nearly $53 million. Since the impact is
through household spending, the entire economic impact is induced. The employment effect of savings
obtained through river transportation is estimated to be 468 jobs.
Note that we do not count employment in the barge industry itself as an economic impact, direct or
otherwise. If there was no navigation channel but everything else was the same, transportation services
would be provided by trucks or railroads which would need hire workers, purchase supplies, etc.. The
economic impact from navigation comes not from the workers and firms in maritime industry but from
the savings and efficiencies to those who ship on the river. As we report on other economic impacts, a
similar outcome will occur in municipal water use and in wastewater disposal.
Economic Impact of Industrial Water Use
The lower Ouachita Valley hosts several manufacturing plants that draw water from the River. Water is
needed for cooling or industrial processes. These industrial users are dependent on the current
minimum level in their operations. If the River were to fall below its current maintained level, intake
pipes might be exposed. Even if water could still be drawn from the River, the absolute quality of River
water might decline. Further, the quality of River water might become more variable. Variable quality
of River water will increase treatment costs.
Despite abundant rainfall in its watershed, the Ouachita River is virtually the only surface water source
in the area. The flatness of the surrounding terrain severely limits the possibility of impounding
reservoirs. The primary alternative to the Ouachita River in most of the valley is groundwater supplied
by the Sparta aquifer. Although the Sparta recharges naturally, for many years the amount of water
pumped exceeded natural recharge resulting in ongoing aquifer depletion and decreasing water quality
through saltwater intrusion. Many years ago, in view of the falling water levels, the Sparta Groundwater
Commission was formed. Through the Commission’s efforts as well as actions by principal water users,
depletion of the aquifer has diminished, perhaps reversed. In some areas, water levels in monitoring

8

Automotive fuel shipped by barge and offloaded at the terminal south of Monroe saves as much as $.06 per
gallon (over fuel shipped by truck) for the end-user.
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wells have risen dramatically. However, this rejuvenation of the Sparta relies on the choice by some
heavy groundwater users to begin using surface water from the Ouachita.
One example of an industrial water consumer of the Ouachita River is Graphic Packaging in West
Monroe, LA. Graphic Packaging draws on the river as well as the Sparta for its production9. Similarly,
while Georgia Pacific in Crossett, AR draws its water from the Saline River, the Saline’s level at that point
is dependent on the impound level from Felsenthal Dam. Union County, Arkansas has constructed a 10
million gallon-per-day (GPD) treatment plant for industrial water to serve industrial facilities there. Prior
to construction of this treatment facility, these industrial users also drew water from the Sparta aquifer.
Four generating stations, two in Arkansas and two in Louisiana use water from the River for cooling,
including the largest generator in Arkansas. Should the river level drop, production at these and other
facilities not mentioned would be imperiled. At the very least, industrial users would have to return to
the Sparta aquifer for at least a portion of their water needs.
As can be seen from Table 9 below, the economic impact of the industries that draw water from the
Ouachita River is tremendous. The Aggregate Total Impact is over $5.5 billion. Aggregate Household
Income is $1.1 billion higher than it would otherwise be. Over 20,000 full-time equivalent jobs are
created from these industries. To put these numbers in perspective, only Union County, Arkansas and
the Louisiana parishes of Avoyelles and Ouachita have greater household income than is created by the
firms that specifically rely on the availability of water from the River. Only Ouachita Parish has more
employees overall than the full-time equivalent number of jobs that result from industrial plants along
the River.
We do not want to overstate the economic impact of industrial water use. If the river dropped to its
natural state, would these firms immediately cease production? Probably not. Some would still be able
to draw what water they needed from the river. Others could return to the Sparta Aquifer. At the least,
expansions and new investments would cease. One user commented that a planned plant investment
would be cancelled if the River’s level was not maintained.10 Another industrial user formerly drawing
water from the Sparta, now drawing water from the Ouachita, has recently expanded operations. That
entity no longer has the pumping capacity to meet its current needs from the Sparta.11 If firms return to
drawing water from the Sparta, recent signs of recovery of the Sparta Aquifer will be reversed.
Eventually communities and firms that draw on the Sparta will have to seek alternative sources of water.
Some industrial users on or off the River might be forced to reduce operations or even close. It may be
that the particular firms now drawing water from the Ouachita River will be able to meet their needs
from the Sparta but other users of the Sparta will eventually be preempted creating other negative
economic impacts.
Table 9: Economic Impact of Industrial Water Use (in thousands of $ except jobs)
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Aggregated Total Impact
$4,601,365
$920,792
Aggregated Household Income
$854,723
$281,623
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
11,964
8,160
9

Total
$5,522,157
$1,136,346
20,124

Graphic Packaging also utilizes treated wastewater from the City of West Monroe. This water, however,
ultimately comes from the Sparta Aquifer.
10
Comments from meeting held, March 11, 2017.
11
Notes from meeting held March 31, 2017.
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Economic Impact of Municipal Water Use
Two municipalities currently draw water from the Ouachita River, Monroe, LA and Camden, AR. Both
cities also supply water to customers outside its city limits, including Sterlington, LA in the case of
Monroe. Camden, AR draws all of its water from the River. Should the River fall below its currently
maintained minimum level, then either treatment costs for water would rise or the City of Camden
would have to utilize the Sparta aquifer which, as we have seen, is a limited resource.
The situation for Monroe is different. Monroe draws water from the Bayou Desiard and the Ouachita
River. Water from the Ouachita enters the Monroe water system in two ways. First, water is drawn
directly from the River. Much of the year, the water drawn from the River is mixed with water from
Bayou Desiard to minimize treatment costs. However, primarily during the summer months when water
demand is high and rainfall is low, the Bayou Desiard itself is insufficient to satisfy demand. Water is
pumped from the River into Lake Bartholomew north of the city. From Lake Bartholomew, water then
flows into Bayou Desiard. This pumping operation from the Ouachita River into Lake Bartholomew not
only enhances Monroe’s water supply but provides water utilized by the Perryville generating station as
well as agricultural interests along Bayou Desiard and Lake Bartholomew. The pumping from the
Ouachita River greatly increases the amount of water in Bayou Desiard. Particularly during the summer
months, most of Monroe’s water ultimately comes from the Ouachita River. Monroe’s ability to draw
water from the Ouachita River would be severely restricted should the level of the Ouachita River fall
below its presently maintained minimum level. Current intakes that feed directly to Monroe’s water
treatment would no longer be reliable at low water levels. Pumping from the River into Lake
Bartholomew would also become more expensive, if not impossible.
Should the River fall below its current minimum maintained level, Monroe would very likely stop sales of
water to customers outside the city. Sales outside the city limits are approximately 25% of total
production.12 Water treatment costs would escalate since it is the blend of water from the Ouachita
River and the Bayou Desiard that currently reduces treatment expenditures. The increase in treatment
costs would necessitate an increase in water rates. Current water rates in Monroe are $2.47 per
thousand gallons which is just above the variable cost of treatment which is in the $2.35 per thousand
range.13 The estimated increase in water rates is 100%. This increase in water rates itself has no
economic impact since local residents would reallocate their spending from other uses. However, there
would be induced effects since residents would have to reduce other spending in order to pay their
water bills.14 The economic impact of increased water spending is summarized in the table below.
Table 10: Economic Impact of Municipal Water Use (dollar amounts in thousands).
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Aggregated Total Impact
$0
$13,839
Aggregated Household Income
$0
$5,237
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
0
111

12

Total
$13,839
$5,237
111

Notes from meeting held March 2, 2017.
Ibid.
14
The higher water rates would likely reduce individual household consumption of water somewhat. However, it
is very reasonable to believe that aggregate household expenditures on water would increase.
13
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Higher water rates effectively reduce household income. There are no direct or indirect effects only
induced effects. We assume no commercial user in either Monroe or Camden would close due to higher
water rates. Should this assumption be incorrect, there would be direct and indirect effects as well as
greater induced effects. As we can see by looking at Table 10, the total impact would be almost $14
million with household income decreasing by over $5 million. The impact on employment would be the
loss of 111 full-time equivalent jobs.
As stated earlier, water sales outside the City of Monroe would be ended if Monroe could not draw on
the Ouachita. One large and growing customer is Sterlington, LA.15 Sterlington is currently planning to
build its own water treatment facility drawing water from the Ouachita. If the treatment facility was
constructed with intakes that would accommodate a variable water level, the impact of allowing the
Ouachita to return to its natural flow could be minimized. If the intakes were exposed at low water
levels or River water was of poor quality, Sterlington, at best, would find itself in the same situation as
Monroe.
Economic Impact of Agriculture
The economies of Arkansas and Louisiana include a considerable amount of farming in the form of row
crops, forestry, and fisheries. Total agricultural production and the value of output for farms only by
State can be seen in Table 11. The only substantive agricultural impact of the Ouachita River is on
irrigation for crops16. The amounts discussed in the table are in millions of dollars.
Table 11: Agricultural Output in Louisiana and Arkansas for Select Years (millions of current dollars).

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Louisiana
All
Farms
Agriculture
$2,137
$1,542
$2,473
$1,917
$2,125
$1,513
$1,605
$1,011
$1,551
n/a

Arkansas
All
Farms
Agriculture
$2,970
$2,341
$4,412
$3,787
$4,101
$3,438
$3,270
$2,603
$2,993
n/a

Combined States
All
Farms
Agriculture
$5,107
$3,883
$6,885
$5,704
$6,226
$4,951
$4,875
$3,614
$4,544
n/a

The navigable portion of the Ouachita-Black River provides a stable and ample water supply for
irrigation along its banks. If the level were to drop, pumping for irrigation would become costlier, at
best, and infeasible, at worst. Following recommendations from agricultural faculty at the University of
Louisiana at Monroe, we employ a ½-mile boundary for irrigation on both sides of the River. That is, one
mile of river translates into one square mile of irrigational opportunity.
To obtain a measure of the agricultural acreage potentially affected by the River, we employ Google
Maps and an associated application that allows us to measure river miles adjacent to any cleared land
that appears to be “farm-ready.” Completed calculations point to 133 miles of river with apparent

15

Sterlington is an indirect customer. Monroe sells water to the Greater Ouachita Water Company which then
supplies Sterlington.
16
Any agricultural shipping is included in the navigation impact above.
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agricultural activity on or near the River’s banks. These 133 square miles convert to an equivalent
85,120 acres.17
The value of irrigation is reflected in the differential rental rates associated with improved land. The
Mississippi State University Agricultural Extension reports an average $59/acre premium on irrigated
land in the Delta region.18 Applying that figure to the adjacent acreage suggests a production (rent)
premium of more than $5 million. Taking advantage of the appropriate multipliers obtains the
economic impact of the River on agriculture as seen in Table 12.
Table 12: The Economic Impact of the Ouachita-Black on Louisiana/Arkansas Agriculture ($ amounts
in thousands)
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Total
Aggregated Total Impact
$10,099
$2,245
$12,344
Aggregated Household Income
$2,084
$687
$2,770
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
61
20
81
Economic Impact of Recreation and Tourism
The Ouachita-Black River provides recreational benefits to the many people who live along its path. The
River improves the quality of life in the region though, where local residents are concerned, we assume
no economic impact. Money spent on River recreation would likely be spent on other local goods and
services if the River was not present. Only if the River’s recreational opportunities prevented local
residents from going elsewhere in pursuit of recreation would the River have an economic impact. We
have no way of measuring this “what if” question so we exclude it. Quality of life improvements are
another matter but those estimates lie beyond the scope of this project.
Visitors from outside the area do create an economic impact. Chief among the activities facilitated by
the river are the consumptive activities of hunting and fishing. Non-consumptive visitors also enjoy the
river, engaging in activities such as hiking, paddling, and birding.
Organized fishing tournaments are also a principal activity that takes advantage of the Ouachita River.
Big Bass tournaments and the annual Ronald McDonald House bass tournaments are typical. The
importance of these events to the localities that sponsor them derives from the extra-local participants
who consume hotel accommodations, food and fuel, as well as other types of general merchandise
and/or services.
We address the organized fishing tournaments first. Fortunately, we have data available from Bass
tournaments that have been held at various times on the Ouachita River in Monroe, Louisiana. The
larger of the events are competitions that draw competitors from across the nation.19
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Recognizing the dependence of some immediately adjacent tributaries on the River’s water-level, we also
include agricultural activity along Bayou Bartholomew and Bayou D’Arbonne.
18
Mississippi State University Extension. “Mississippi Agricultural Land Values and Cash Rents Report: 2016 Survey
of Lenders,” Publication 2967 (POD-06-16)
19
Bassmaster, BASS Federation, Big Bass.
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Economic impact is based on 4 events per year occurring along the relevant portion of the OuachitaBlack drawing a cumulative 500 extra-local participants. The Economic impact of these organized events
is outlined in Table 13, below.
Table 13: The Economic Impact of Organized Fishing Tournaments ($ amount in thousands)
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Aggregated Total Impact
$1,947
$654
Aggregated Household Income
$607
$200
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
22
6

Total

$2,602
$808
28

Fishing and recreational boating is enhanced by boaters being able to transit the locks between the 4
pools on the River. For small boating interests, not only the level of the River is important but reliable
operation of the locks as well.

Recreational activities associated with the River also draw from beyond the state/regional
boundaries. Tourists seeking hunting and fishing opportunities (consumptive), as well as hiking, and
wildlife observation (non-consumptive) are attracted to National Wildlife Refuges (NWR) and Wildlife
Management Areas (WMA) whose ecosystems are directly connected to the status of the River. The
Federal Government and State authorities recognize 3 National Wildlife Refuges and at least 2 wildlife
management areas inside of the immediate Ouachita River System watershed. These facilities and the
associated acreage of each are listed below in Table 14.
The dollar amounts associated with each facility are separated by category of activity, broadly,
consumptive and non-consumptive. The calculations take advantage of prior work by the U.S. Fish and
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Wildlife service20. Using their findings, we estimate a per-acre value of eco-tourism for the several
identified wildlife areas.
Table 14: Wildlife Refuges and Wildlife Management Areas tied directly to the Ouachita-Black
Acres
Hunting
Fishing
Non-Consumptive
Black Bayou Lake NWR
5,300
$279,817
$141,821
$110,591
Felsenthal NWR
65,000
$5,560,900
$3,415,900
$1,412,100
Upper Ouachita NWR
49,948
$2,637,040
$1,336,546
$1,042,226
Bouef WMA
51,000
$2,692,581
$1,364,696
$1,064,177
Ouachita WMA
10,989
$580,172
$294,052
$229,299
Aggregated Spending
182,237
$11,750,510
$6,553,016
$3,858,393
Unfortunately, the data above identify extra-local visitors as any person that arrives from 50 or more
miles from the target destination. This means we are unable to accurately separate out-of-State visitors
(the real impact) from aggregate visitation. Consequently, we offer the following estimates as separate
and apart from the overall economic Impact addressed in this report.
Using the aggregated per-acre spending, however, as a proxy for total economic activity, and working
backwards, obtains an estimate of household income and employment that is connected to eco-tourism
and the Ouachita-Black River system. The results are in Table 15.
Table 15: The Economic Impact of Eco-Tourism along the Ouachita-Black ($ amount in thousands)
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Total
Aggregated Total Impact
N/A
N/A
$22,162
Aggregated Household Income
N/A
N/A
$6,511
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
N/A
N/A
258
Using per-acre aggregate spending as a guide suggests that the National Wildlife Refuges and the
Wildlife management Areas directly tied to the Ouachita-Black generates as much as $22 million in
economic activity, resulting in 258 jobs and $6.5 million in household income. As indicated above,
however, these figures are likely to be considerable overestimates of economic impact as defined by this
report. None-the-less, the numbers reflect a measure of value placed on outdoor recreation by the
users of the facilities.
Economic Impact of Wastewater Disposal
Dilution is the key term in wastewater disposal. A given amount of pollutants that would overwhelm
the biological reduction capacity of a small stream would be almost undetectable, for example, in the
Mississippi River. Dilution depends on flow and volume. The flow of the Ouachita River is
fundamentally determined by rainfall. The volume, however, is artificially maintained by the control
dams along the River. Should water levels drop below currently maintained minimums, then entities
that currently meet environmental standards could find themselves out of compliance.
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Banking on Nature, 2004, 2006, 2011.
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Current law requires entities, whether they be public or private, to have a permit to discharge water into
a waterway. The permits are based on not only the effluents discharged but also the properties of the
body of water being discharged into. If the Ouachita River fell below currently maintained levels then
entities along the River would have to reapply for new permits. For many, this reapplication process
would just be a one-time hassle of more paperwork. The wastewater these entities discharge would
meet standards at a lower River volume. For other entities, there would be increased costs of treatment
so that their wastewater discharge would meet the standards.
Determining if current national discharge standards are too lax, too tight, or just right lies well beyond
the expertise of this paper’s authors. We take the discharge standards as given. But allowing the
Ouachita River’s volume to fall below currently maintained levels would effectively be a tightening of
standards for the Ouachita River valley alone. In the case of the City of Monroe, it is estimated that
treatment costs would rise by 200%.21 The economic impact of such an increase is given below in Table
16.
Table 16: Economic Impact of Higher Wastewater Treatment on the City of Monroe, LA ($ amounts in
thousands)
Direct + Indirect
Induced
Total
Aggregated Total Impact
$0
$7,207
$7,207
Aggregated Household Income
$0
$2,204
$2,204
Aggregated Full-time Jobs
0
64
64
Looking at Table 16, we see that the total impact was $7.2 million with the impact on household income
of $2.2 million. 64 full-time equivalent jobs would be lost due to spending by households being
redirected to higher sewerage rates.
Lest these impacts appear minor, we emphasize that while Monroe is a single large entity (and the only
one we can address with certainty), other firms and municipalities would also face potentially higher
treatment costs. For the businesses affected by a change in the River’s flow and/or capacity, these costs
would only be incurred here as compared to a change in National standards that affect all enterprises
relatively equally. These higher costs put them in a competitive disadvantage versus competitors in
other parts of the nation and the world. Hence, the total impact will surely be substantially greater than
what is discussed here.
State and Local Sales and Income Tax Revenue from Economic Impacts
The additional income generated by the economic impacts discussed above translates into additional tax
revenue. Both Arkansas and Louisiana levy a broad array of taxes. We present estimates on only two of
these, the sales tax and the individual income tax. No doubt there are additional revenues raised from
other taxes as a result of the economic impacts of the Ouachita River but sales and income taxes are
more easily estimated than others. Further, these two taxes provide the bulk of tax revenues in both
states.
We base these estimates on the aggregate household income of all economic impacts. We divide
household income by population in respective counties and parishes in Arkansas and Louisiana.
21

Notes from meeting held March 2, 2017.
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Populations in the Ouachita Valley in the two states are about equal, 50.3% live in Louisiana and 49.7%
in Arkansas. Sales tax rates vary across political subdivisions so we use an average of 10.16% for
Louisiana and 9.7% for Arkansas. Neither state permits local income taxes to be assessed so the income
tax percentages are consistent across each state. We use an effective average individual income tax
rate of 2.66% in Arkansas and 2.17% in Louisiana.22
In Table 17 we present our estimates of tax revenues. For each state and tax we compute two figures,
annual tax revenues and a five-year present value. The five-year present value is an amount which if
received today could be invested conservatively and would pay the annual tax revenue over the next
five years. One can see that sales tax revenues predominate in both states. Of the two states, Louisiana
has the higher sales tax revenue due to a higher rate while Arkansas has higher income tax revenues
again due the higher income tax rate in Arkansas. The values in Table 17 are in thousands.
Table 17: State and Local Sales and Income Tax Revenues ($000)
Sales Tax
Annual
5-year Present
Value

Arkansas Louisiana
$25,190
$26,714
$122,000

$130,441

Income Tax

Combined
$51,905

Arkansas
$15,351

Louisiana
$12,679

Combined
$28,030

$253,441

$74,955

$61,911

$136,866

The figures in Table 17 do not include any tax revenue collected from the firms and farms that utilize
water from the River. These figures do not include property taxes collected by firms and farms along
the River or from homeowners that enjoy higher property values from riverfront views. These values
only reflect the sales and income taxes that accrue due to increased household income as a result of the
River. Looking only at income and sales taxes, enterprise connected to the Ouachita-Black River system
confers nearly $80 million to state revenues and to local governments located largely in the lower
Ouachita Valley.
Conclusions
The foregoing discussion identified the several ways that the Ouachita-Black River contributes to the
economies of Louisiana and Arkansas. In addition to the navigational benefits of the River, the control
structures maintain a reliable water volume that facilitates industrial needs, electricity generation,
agriculture, municipal water consumption, wastewater treatment, as well as recreation and tourism.
In the body of the report we evaluated each major use of the Ouachita River independently and
presented the numerical economic impacts in Tables 8-16. We combine these impacts in Table 18-20
below.
Table 18 summarizes the total economic impact from all sources discussed in this report. Navigation,
municipal water use, and wastewater treatment are impacts as result of cost savings to households and
firms. Therefore, those sources do not have direct impacts only induced impacts. As can be seen from
Table 18, the total economic impact of navigation and water level control on the lower Ouachita River is
22

Average individual income tax rates obtained from WalletHub (https://wallethub.com).
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almost $5.66 billion. The primary contributor is the economic impact of industrial water use.
Table 18: Summary of Total Economic Impact (in thousands)
River Use
Direct + Indirect
Navigation
0
Industrial Water Use
$4,601,365
Municipal Water Use
$0
Agriculture
$10,099
Organized Fishing Tournaments
$1,947
Wastewater Treatment23
$0
Total Economic Impact
$4,613,411

Induced
52,802
$920,792
$13,839
$2,245

Total
52,802
$5,522,157
$13,839
$12,344

$654

$2,601

$7,207
$997,539

$7,207
$5,663,726

Table 19 summarizes the impact on household income as a result of navigation and water level control
on the lower Ouachita River. Because of the River, household incomes are over $1.16 billion higher
than they otherwise would be. For a little perspective, the River’s contribution to household income is
approximately 9% of the total household income of the counties and parishes on the lower Ouachita
River.
Table 19: Impact on Household Income (in thousands)
River Use
Direct + Indirect
Navigation
$0
Industrial Water Use
$854,723
Municipal Water Use
$0
Agriculture
$2,083
Organized Fishing Tournaments
$607
Wastewater Treatment
$0
Total Economic Impact
$857,413

Induced
$16,153
$281,623
$5,237
$687
$200
$2,204
$306,104

Total
$16,153
$1,136,346
$5,237
$2,770
$807
$2,204
$1,163,517

Finally, Table 20 summarizes the impact on full-time equivalent jobs. Almost 21,000 jobs exist in
Arkansas and Louisiana due to the Ouachita River. This figure of almost 21,000 jobs is approximately
14% of total employment in the lower Ouachita River valley.
Table 20: Full-Time Equivalent Job Impacts
River Use
Navigation
Industrial Water Use
Municipal Water Use
Agriculture
Organized Fishing Tournaments
Wastewater Treatment
Total Economic Impact

Direct + Indirect
0
11,964
0
61
22
0
12,047
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Induced
468
8,160
111
20
6
64
8,829

These figures are for the City of Monroe only and likely underestimate the overall economic impact on
wastewater permit holders of changes to River management.
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Total
468
20,124
111
81
28
64
20,876
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